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ABSTRACT

The word theatre is commonly used to describe a building or text. This is however not true as The word theatre is commonly used to describe a building or text. This is however not true as 
theatre is much more; it is the ritualised embodiment of the creativity of the performer that 
is preserved within her innermost being. But that is not the focus of this mini-dissertation. The 
focus is on the creation of an experimental form of theatre that breaks the fourth wall 
separating the audience from the performers, in essence making them indistinguishable 
from each other. A narrative-driven architectural approach will be used to embody this 
heterotopian form of theatre. The essence of the tableau will also be used to share this new 
type of theatre with those dwelling within the proximity of the proposed site. This will in type of theatre with those dwelling within the proximity of the proposed site. This will in 
conclusion create a type of theatre that belongs to everyone without the constraints of 
society.

Keywords: tableau, interactive theatre, heterotopia, anecdote, tritagonist



1. INTRODUCTION

Theatre that focuses on an interactive engagement between audience and performers is a 
reality some might consider impossible. Consequently, this mini-dissertation aims to achieve 
this experimental form of theatre through a suitable architectural approach.  

BeforeBefore commencing with a design proposal it is of utmost importance to choose a suitable 
site and client that would accommodate the requirements set out in the proposed 
theoretical stance. This theoretical knowledge will have to be expanded upon by 
constructing multiple touchstones. From the knowledge that will be gained three concepts 
will be developed that will form the basis of the theoretical aspects of the design proposal. 
The context of the proposed site will also be analysed in three levels in order to develop an 
urban aware design proposal. Furthermore, research will be done into the theoretical 
understandingunderstanding that was derived from the three concepts. This will aid with the theoretical 
discourse behind the design for example the creation of a third role player to regulate the 
chaos presented by designing an experimental form of theatre.

And so the curtain rises and the stage is set.

Due to the highly experimental nature of the design proposal, relevant case studies will be 
looked at in order to aid with the embodiment of the spatial requirements of the brief within 
the existing framework of the proposed site. Finally, the development of the design from the 
first to the final proposal will be analysed through a synthesis with the case studies that were 
used. The creation of an interactive form of theatre will not only be beneficial for the 
theatrical background of the proposed context but also the world of theatre as a whole.

May I say, ‘break a leg’?
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1.1 CLIENT AND BRIEF

South African theatre originated from the rich and ancient oral tradition of indigenous South Africans – from folk tales around 
fires to the first stage performances in the 1830s (Kirchhoff, 2018: online). Furthermore, South Africa is a country rich with vibrant 
theatrical scenes that boast with more than 100 active spaces that offer everything from indigenous drama, music, dance, 
cabaret, and satire to West End and Broadway hits (Kirchhoff, 2018: online).

ItIt is observed that the region with the highest potential for growth before the Covid-19 pandemic was Bloemfontein due to the 
existence of the Sand du Plessis Theatre and the Mangaung African Cultural Festival (Macufe), both of whom are within 
proximity of the chosen site (Kirchhoff, 2018: online). This consequently meant that the choice of client should be the Performing 
Arts Centre of the Free State (PACOFS) due to the permanent nature of the Sand du Plessis Theatre. 

TheThe mission of the client is as follow: ‘to act as an instrument to encourage social cohesion and nation-building, through 
promotion, recognition and preservation of local and national heritage while soliciting international role-players’ (PACOFS, 
2019: online). Consequently, the client identified a discordant building within the Central Business District(CBD) of Bloemfontein 
to expand its reaches not only to prospective talents of the world of theatre but also to experimental possibilities within the 
theatrical arts.

Figure 1: Images of the extent of performances at the Sand du Plessis Theatre (PACOFS, 2019: online).
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Figure 2: Map of Bloemfontein’s CBD with West Burger Street and Charlotte Maxeke 

Street indicated in dashed lines and the chosen site indicated with a yellow circle 

(Google Earth, 2021: online, adapted by author).

1.2 SITE AND LOCATION

Contrary to belief Bloemfontein has quite a strong connection to the world of the theatrical arts through the success of the 
previously mentioned Sand du Plessis Theatre. This connection has however not been transferred to the CBD of Bloemfontein as 
it lacks any form of theatrical arts educational buildings or spaces for performance within its borders.

1.2.1. The Corridor

TheThe allocated urban corridor of West Burger Street is not only important in the fact that it intersects the other streets present in 
this year’s Honours mini-dissertation, but also in its lacking of any prominent buildings of the arts. This consequently allows for a 
reactivation of the workings of West Burger Street through the reenvisioning of its existing typology. This essentially could lead to 
an urban development that could change the way in which the CBD of Bloemfontein functions.

The city is a stage where we come to play with no intetion to leave a mark.

1.2.2. The Site

TheThe site for this mini-dissertation namely, the Allied House, is situated on the corner of West Burger and Charlotte Maxeke Street. 
It is a four-storey building currently being used by First National Bank(FNB) on the ground floor and the department of labour 
and agriculture, and Scorpions as offices on the other three floors. Currently, the building is in a state of disarray due to its interior 
being inefficiently ventilated and the disconnect caused by the subdivision of it through the use of drywall partitions. 
  

You will never find a more wretched hive of mold and tragedy. We must be cautious.
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1.3. THEORETICAL STANCE

This became the question to ponder on while designing the experimental school of theatrical arts for PACOFS. Is it possible to 
remove the fourth wall, a performance convention in which an invisible, imagined wall separates actors from the audience, 
through the creation of a space for interactive theatre to transpire?

AsAs the English playwright William Shakespeare (1564-1616) most famously stated: “All the world’s a stage, And all the men and 
women merely players.” Why not elevate the importance of the audience within the performance by making their roles 
indistinguishable from the performer’s?

The world is our stage, we should play in it.

1.4 CONCLUSION

ThisThis importance of this audience-performers relationship became the central idea behind the design for the Allied House 
School of Theatrical Arts. This design attempts to not only elevate the presence of a school of theatrical arts within the CBD of 
Bloemfontein but also to make the dwellers aware of the importance of theatre as a way of life through the exploration of new 
possibilities. This can be achieved through a narrative-driven approach to architecture that composes the creative tensions of 
the dwellers through the creation of an experimental yet heterogeneous way of performing.

How can an anecdotal architectural approach create an interactive and heterogeneous experience for 
theatrical arts students by composing creative tensions and the tableau within the existing framework of the 

Allied House?
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Figure 3: Touchstone 1 (top): a structural representation. Touchstone 2 (bottom): the marionette 

(Author: 2021).

2. TOUCHSTONE

The first touchstone is representational of the imposition of the actor’s reality upon the existing 
structural framework of the site. This however did not provide for a sufficient theoretical 
understanding to develop the three concepts, consequently meaning that a second 
touchstone had to be developed

Reality can sometimes be disappointing.

TheThe second touchstone acts as a physical representation of the goal of this design, namely 
interactive theatre. For long the conventional form of theatre has caused a monologue 
between audience and performers. This called for a contemporary form of theatre where 
there is an interaction between the above-mentioned two parties.

Don’t forget about me...

TheThe suspended element is representational of this new type of performance, with the strings 
representing the newfound interaction of the audience with the performers. This interaction 
can be compared to a puppeteer controlling a marionette through an extension of his or her 
creative thinking. Furthermore, this interaction is limited by the laws of society as represented 
by the perspex layer with a square hole in the centre. After analysing the essence of these 
two touchstones, three concepts were developed.
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Figure 4: The concept model for The Variance (Author, 2021). Figure 6: The concept model for The Curating Core (Author, 2021).

Figure 5: The concept model for The Puppeteer’s Tableau (Author, 2021).
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Figure 7: A visual representation of the intertwined nature of the multiverse (Author, 2021).

3. CONCEPTS

3.1. THE VARIANCE
The creation of a collective memory of the place.

TheThe Variance can be understood as the imposition of the scientific phenomenon of the 
multiverse upon architecture. The multiverse can be described as a ‘hypothetical collection 
of potentially diverse observable universes, each of which would comprise everything that is 
experimentally accessible by a connected community of observers’(Aguirre, 2012: online). 
This theory focuses on the notion that multiple realities exist at the same time due to the 
varying choices of the dwellers branching from each other and accumulating to create a 
discordant narrative. 

Theatre is an open-ended universe due to the existence of improvision.Theatre is an open-ended universe due to the existence of improvision.

In architectural terms it is quite common for buildings to have been ‘designed 
independently, nevertheless to resemble each other, visually or structurally’ (Deutsch, 2005: 
26). What makes these buildings stand apart is the architectural palimpsest where narratives 
are combined over time to create a collective memory of the site. 

TheThe model associated with this concept illustrates The fragile connection between the 
possible realities of a single dweller. The wires connecting the two branches are covered by 
string showing that the connection is as fragile as the base supporting the universe, which is 
metaphorical of the fractured nature of time and space.

Ponder me the question: What If..?
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3.2. THE PUPPETEER’S TABLEAU
An interactive creation of new narratives.

WhenWhen looking at puppetry in general it can be defined as ‘the act of imposing an imagined 
life upon an inert figure for entertainment or ritual purposes’ (Francis, 2020: online). This in 
essence means that a puppeteer transfers his or her energy to an inanimate object to give it 
a voice and character. Puppetry can also be the visual representation of a new narrative 
through the essence of the tableau that is ‘a group of models or motionless figures 
representing a scene from a story or from history’ (Riches, 2020: online).

We are all puppets controlled by the strings of society. 

ThisThis concept aims to be a metaphorical approach to the everyday lives of the dweller 
through the reference to the cultural icon from fantasy, Pinocchio. Pinocchio became the 
archetypal representation of the birth-death-rebirth motif in the early 20th century. Although 
his adventures are mostly comedic, they are not always funny, but sometimes sinister. The 
book Le avventure di Pinocchio, Storia di un burattino, written by Italian writer Carlo 
Collodi(1826-1890) describes a world that includes injury, pain, and even death.

Do I really want to be a real boy?

Consequently,Consequently, the question that this concept model aims to answer is whether the action of 
anima can be combined with architecture to create an interactive performance for which 
each action can be influenced by the audience, consequently creating a new type of 
relationship between audience and performer. 

Figure 8: A visual representation of moments along the connections caused by puppetry (Author, 2021).
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Figure 9: A visual representation of the importance of central gathering space within architecture (Author, 2021).

3.3. THE CURATING CORE
The bleeding point for new rituals.

The courtyard, a central part of a building where inside and outside comes together. This 
focal point forms the essential place of gathering for all dwellers of any building. This concept 
consequently led to the viewpoint that the existing courtyard of the Allied House should form 
the main focus of the design from which all activities and narratives would transpire.

The fact that humans gather in a place of symmetrThe fact that humans gather in a place of symmetry, not hierarchy is funny. 

Referring to concept 2, the creation of an interactive amphitheatre for the school of 
theatrical arts within and around this existing courtyard would aid in the curation of all 
functions throughout the building through not only the elements of interaction but also the 
use of moments along its facades and interior to motivate the notion of the tableau 
throughout the building.

TheThe concept model aims to portray the importance of the core in supporting a fragile yet 
flawless structure through a rough steriotomic base. The strings in the model represent the 
interconnectedness of the different floors of the building.
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4. SITE ANALYSIS

4.1. INTRODUCTION

ThisThis site analysis is divided into three parts: a macro site analysis that focuses on the broader 
context namely Bloemfontein, a mezzo site analysis that focuses on the allocated corridor 
namely West Burger street, and a micro analysis that focuses on the chosen site. These three 
analyses will include topological, morphological, and typological investigations and will help 
to develop insights on the chosen site through a further investigation into the influences of its 
context on the proposed design.

4.2. MACRO ANALYSIS - BLOEMFONTEIN

TheThe street layout of Bloemfontein, as with most South African cities, is ordered by the 
Cartesian Grid. This is evident in the street’s organization into a strict grid layout that is further 
subdivided into even more grids [Figure 13].  Little consideration is made for the ordering 
topographical elements of the past namely Naval Hill, Signal Hill, and Bloemspruit (Auret, 
2016: online). This is evident where the city’s Cartesian Grid forces itself upon the slopes of 
Naval Hill. 

The Earth is our stage, but we disregard that of which makes it so magnificent.

ContraryContrary to other city centres of South Africa, the CBD of Bloemfontein lacks the 
overwhelming high-rise buildings which enable for a connection between those dwelling the 
streets and the sky. However, what the city centre lacks in height it makes up for in discordant 
morphologies that enforce discomfort upon the dwellers of the street by lurking over the 
sidewalks with little intent for engagement.
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Figure 11: Photo collage of building in direct proximity of the site (Google Earth, 2021: online, adapted by author).
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Figure 13: Photo collage of building in direct proximity of the site (Google Earth, 2021: 

online, adapted by author).

Figure 12: Morphological analysis indicating lack of intimate spaces for city dwellers (Author, 2021).
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The diversity of the buildings in Bloemfontein’s CBD remains something to ponder upon as large modernist buildings 
accompany vast industrial warehouses in full coherence. To further emphasise this diversity, historical public and 
administrative buildings, with their beautiful eclectic architecture, adorn each corner of the city’s centre. Even though these 
buildings’ morphologies lack a relationship with the city’s dwellers, it opens the city centre up for adaptive reuse interventions.

  Let’s change the stage...
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4.3. MEZZO ANALYSIS - WEST BURGER STREET

AsAs previously mentioned the West Burger corridor requires 
a reactivation through the reenvisioning of its existing 
typologies that could essentially lead to an urban 
development that could change the way in which the 
CBD of Bloemfontein functions. This is further made 
possible by the fact that the street intersects a large 
number of the city centre’s streets from Selborne Avenue 
inin the South to Union Avenue in the North. Some spaces 
teeming with human activity can also be found adjacent 
to this corridor with the most prominent being Hoffman 
Square and the Middestad Mall. The corridor’s topology is 
the same as the rest of Bloemfontein’s CBD as it is being 
ordered by the Cartesian Grid along the slope between 
Bloemspruit and Naval Hill.

Chaos within the lines of an ‘ordering element’...

WithWith desolate city blocks and intersections that do not 
form any relationship with the corridor’s dwellers, an urban 
intervention is needed. This can be done through the 
establishment of spatial orders that enhance this lack of 
an urban experience through the reconfiguration of 
intelligible spaces throughout the West Burger corridor. 

4.2 MEZZO ANALYSIS - WEST BURGER STREET

It is also of utmost importance to adhere to the bulky 
morphology of the CBD while adapting these harsh 
approaches to the street.

TheThe street is divided into four different typologies namely 
commercial, institutional, eclectic and industrial. This 
diversity of typologies creates a further division within the 
corridor. This also has a large effect on the morphology of 
the corridor as the warehouse buildings to the South lack 
engaging facades with the street while the eclectic 
historical buildings such as the Jeppe College and the 
StandardStandard Bank building to the North, invite the dwellers to 
explore their interiors. 

This evidently explains that the buildings to the South are 
designed to have little to none public engagements, while 
the buildings to the North invite the public inside due to 
their institutional and commercial functions. While the 
buildings to the North have ground floors with public 
functions, such as retailers and banks, it is mostly closed off 
to the general public of the corridor, with the only 
exception being the Middestad Mall.exception being the Middestad Mall.
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Figure 14: Existing realities of the Allied House (Author, 2021).



4.4. MICRO ANALYSIS - ALLIED HOUSE

TheThe Allied House was constructed during the late 1970s to function as a hub for all the activities of the Allied Insurance and 
Banking group. Throughout its existence, the building was used as a bank, offices, and a rations distribution station for veterans 
of the Angola Border War (Kellner, 2011: online). The most notable feature of the building is its brutalist architectural style through 
the use of rough surfaces and straight lines on its external facades. Furthermore, the building also has a central courtyard that 
is not currently being used and large open spaces that are subdivided by drywall partitions. The building is currently being used 
asas a bank on the ground floor by First National Bank(FNB) and as offices for Scorpions Legal Protection and the Departments of 
Labour and Agriculture on the other remaining three floors. Due to this disconnect between functions throughout the building  
is currently in a state of discord.
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4.5. CONCLUSION

This three part site analysis helped to develop insights on the chosen site through a further 
investigation into the influences of its context on the proposed design. The chosen site will 
be ideal for the reconfiguration of the corridor and to act as the framework for the 
proposed function of the design and its theoretical approach.

Finally a place to hang my curtains.

TheThe building is situated on the corner of Chalotte Maxeke and West Burger street which 
makes it the ideal place for an urban intervention that wishes to challenge the status-quo. 
An interactive theatre will form the focal point of this design through a heterogeneous and 
anecdotal approach to the architecture of contemporary theatre.
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Figure 15: Situated on the corner of Charlotte Maxeke and West Burger street this is 

the ideal site for a urban intervention (Google Earth, 2021: online, adapted by 

author).



UNEARTHED REALITIES
An experimental school of theatrical arts within the Central Business 

District of Bloemfontein
How can an anecdotal architectural approach create an interactive and heterogeneous experience 

for theatrical arts students by composing creative tensions and the tableau within the existing 

framework of the Allied House?
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5. THEORETICAL DISCOURSE

5.1. INTRODUCTION

CanCan architecture be used to embody a new type of theatre? For long the term ‘theatre’ has 
been associated with a building or a text by those following the performing arts. This 
understanding is not true, for theatre is the embodiment of the innermost being of an actor 
through the illumination of a past narrative. It is a mediation of men that connects the 
audience and performers with the script of any given performance. There are endless 
possibilities to the embodiment of a performance and this chapter will discuss the breaking 
of the fourth wall to create an interactive form of theatre. Due to the complex nature of 
developingdeveloping this new theatre, two case studies will be analysed namely Poor Theatre and 
Theatre of the Oppressed. These two case studies will also prove useful for the creation of a 
new role player that will regulate the chaos created by the breaking of the fourth wall.

Finally some recognition.

New realities will arise from the creation of this new experimental form of theatrical arts as it 
opens the dweller to the heterotopian theory of the multiverse due to the endless choices 
presented by the performance. An interactive theatre will be embodied by using a 
heterotopian anecdotal architectural approach within the existing framework of the Allied 
House.
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5.2. THE ESSENCE OF THEATRE

TheatreTheatre in the contemporary ways of thinking evokes the understanding of a building or text 
and not the ritualized embodiment of an age-old tradition. But this was not true for the 
performing arts of the past as theatre had a contrasting approach to the magnificence of 
the innermost being of the actor. Those calling themselves ‘thespians’ or ‘actors’ in the past 
acknowledged theatre as a ‘personal malaria’, something that was bound to consume them 
from within (Barba, 2002: 13). This was taken further within countries in Northern Europe and 
Central Africa where theatre was not considered a tradition, but rather a way to illuminate 
the narratives of the past through a non-religious form of gathering where the ‘living met the the narratives of the past through a non-religious form of gathering where the ‘living met the 
non-living’; a moment of physical and emotional transcendence that evoked a connection 
with the metaphysical dimension where politics and self-therapy formed the focus (Barba, 
2002: 16). 

Transcendence constitutes care for the self.

With the death of the master of the craft, Polish theatre director Jerzy Grotowski (1933-1999), 
came a discourse within the world of theatre as panicking thespians started to develop 
certain constraints setting out boundaries in which these playful embodiments could 
transpire. These constraints started to fracture the fragile connection to the metaphysical 
realm that gave theatre its evocative nature, leaving those thespians without their addiction 
for living life through an embodiment of the narratives of the past. 
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Figure 16:Connecting to the flesh of the 

world(Author, 2021).).



5.3. LIFE AS THE ANECDOTE

Life,Life, the narrative that is an accumulation of all the stories that are told between the birth 
and death of each human being on planet Earth. But narratives should not be mistaken for 
lived experiences, for ‘stories are recounted and not lived’ and ‘life is lived and not 
recounted’ (Ricoeur, 1991: 20). To put this into a theatrical perspective is to look at the term 
‘emplotment’ as the synthesis of heterogeneous elements: an organization of the 
circumstances experienced by the role-players throughout the duration of a play or life 
(Ricoeur, 1991: 21).  

ThisThis organization forms the plot of the narrative, a part of the play that does not end with the 
script for the thespian, but rather with how she interprets it to the audience through the 
embodiment of the creative tension within her being. This is a common occurrence that 
intersects the ‘world of the text’(script) with the ‘world of the reader’(audience or performer) 
causing a mediation of men that is also known as ‘communicability’ (Ricoeur, 1991: 27). This 
‘mediation of men’ in essence forms a hermeneutic engagement within the world of the 
thespian.

ItIt’s the circle of life: we mediate to coexist...

Contemporary theatre, unfortunately, lacks a sufficient form of communicability through the 
existence of the fourth wall that creates a monologue between the audience and the 
performers. It can be argued that this is a certain form of communicability as actors mediate 
with each other through the narratives set out by the script. But that is not the goal of this 
design proposal, it rather seeks to evoke a new form of embodiment within theatre that 
eliminates the fourth wall.
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Figure 17: The mediation of men (Author, 

2021).



5.4. EMBODYING THE NARRATIVE

TheThe embodiment theory emphasises the dweller’s bodily engagement and how she 
‘understands her own emotional experience of her surroundings’(Reed, 2019: online). It is how 
the dweller grounds herself in a given setting by connecting with the flesh of the world. ‘To 
think is thus to test out, to operate, to transform’, a quote from Eye and Mind by French 
philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1908-1961) (1958: 121). Seeing this in a more 
contemporary and theatrical perspective: humans quite fondly use their minds to create 
embodiments of their imagination, even if its existence can sometimes be doubtful 
(Merleau-Ponty,(Merleau-Ponty, 1958: 123).  The theory of embodiment can be reinterpreted into the context 
of this mini-dissertation as dwellers creating physical embodiments through improvision of 
their inner creative tension.

"At the heart of the theatrical act is the simultaneous live presence of 
the actor and the audience... Given the primacy of the theatrical 
act, how do we understand those bodies as communicating 

meaning?"
- American Theatre Practitioner Rhonda Blair(1951)

We use our bodies to make something that is caught in text, a physical reality.

AsAs previously mentioned, theatre can connect the thespian to the metaphysical realm. This 
can be possible through a theatrical embodiment that manifests in existentialism, creating a 
question that ponders one’s existence. This notion can further be supported by the following 
quote by French philosopher René Descartes (1598 -1650): ‘I think, therefore I am (Cogito, 
ergo sum)’. To further explore the vast possibilities of embodiment through interactive 
theatrical architecture, it would be recommended to look at relevant case studies.
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Figure 18: Connecting with the flesh of the 

world (Author, 2021). 



Figure 19: First parti sketch developed after further analysis 

of Grotowksi’s Poor Theatre (Grotowski, 1966: adapted by 

Author, 2021).

Figure 20: An architectural approach to Poor 

Theatre(Author, 2021: own drawing).
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5.5. POOR THEATRE

TheThe nature of the proposed programme is the highly experimental interactive theatre that 
creates an immersive relationship between audience and performers, consequently it was 
important to additionally look at a case study that might aid in designing this new type of 
theatre. The case study that was identified is Poor Theatre by Grotowski that values the body 
of the performer and its relationship with the audience by breaking the fourth wall of a 
performance, making the audience indistinguishable from the performers (Drot, 2017: online). 
Poor Theatre also removes the use of costumes, décor, music, and auditoriums in a religious 
following of the phrase ‘play belongs to everyone’ (Drot, 2017: online).following of the phrase ‘play belongs to everyone’ (Drot, 2017: online).

Where do I come in?

Through the interpretation of the knowledge gained on Poor Theatre and other works by 
Grotowski, parti sketches were developed [Figures 19 & 20].  These parti sketches see the 
proposed design for the experimental school of theatrical arts as an interchangeable stage 
in its entirety that consists of various levels with different nodes of interaction for both 
audience and performers in essence making both types of dwellers part of the narratives 
depicted by the performance at hand. The question now lies on how to architecturally 
embody these parti sketches derived from Poor Theatre through a heterotopia-inspired 
approach to the performing arts and architecture.approach to the performing arts and architecture.

Finally a playground for the thespians.
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Figure 21:Contemporary examples of Poor 

Theatre throughout the world (van der Linden, 

2008: online).



5.6. A HETEROTOPIAN THEATRE

HeterotopiaHeterotopia is a concept that is defined to be a ‘ physical approximation of imaginary utopia 
or a parallel space that makes a utopia possible somewhere else’ (Foucault, 1986: 24). A 
Heterotopia is neither a utopia nor a dystopia meaning that it is not perfect nor imperfect, 
consequently being in a ‘mediating phase’ (Deutsch, 2005: 26). This theory further helps the 
ordinary dweller to think about her world-within-world existence through a challenging of the 
status-quo set out by society. When challenging this status-quo it is of utmost importance to 
see time as being ‘inevitable, unlimited and absolute’ (Foucault, 1986: 26).

FrenchFrench Philosopher Michel Serres (1930-2019), an expert on time, stated in 1984 that 
heterotopias create ‘other possible worlds and other possible meanings by inventing other 
forms of time’. This supports theoretical concept 1 namely The Variance that focuses on the 
multiverse which in this case is a form of a heterotopia. This notion is further supported by 
British physicist David Deutsch (1953) to not be the ability of a designer to ‘violate the laws of 
physics’ but rather to have an ‘effect in the gaps between the laws of physics’, in essence 
creating something new that challenges the normalcy of life (2005: 28).

Does this mean we can manipulate gravity too?Does this mean we can manipulate gravity too?

The goal of this project easily connects to the heterotopia theory through the creation of an 
interactive performance that aims to change conventional theatre through the breaking of 
the fourth wall that separates the audience from the performers. The question however lies 
with how the chaos created by breaking the fourth wall can be regulated by adding a third 
role player to a performance.

It’s my time to shine.
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Figure 22: A multiplicty of realities (Author, 

2021).



5.7. THEATRE OF THE OPPRESSED

TheatreTheatre of the Oppressed is an interactive form of theatre that was developed in the 1970s by 
Brazilian theatre practitioner Augusto Boal (1931-2009). This form of theatre promotes social 
and political change by allowing the audience to become an active part of the 
performance at hand through the transformation of their lived realities. Audience members 
that choose to become part of the performance become known as ‘spect-actors’ (Bosworth 
and Morchain, 2019: online). This form of theatre in combination with the previously 
mentioned Poor Theatre will form the ideal case studies for an architectural approach to 
interactive theatre within the existing framework of the Allied House.interactive theatre within the existing framework of the Allied House.

Chaos...we need someone to enforce order.

Theatre of the Oppressed functions in a way that requires for an individual to control the 
proceedings to ensure a fair performance. This individual is known as the Joker in recognition 
of the neutrality of the joker card within a deck of playing cards. She is not allowed to 
intervene in the flow of the performance as that is the responsibility of the ‘spect-actors’. The 
Joker is only allowed to enact a moment of ‘brainstorming’ when a social problem arises 
during the performances that need a solution from the ‘spect-actors’(Bosworth and 
Morchain, 2019: online).

Such a role model.Such a role model.
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Figure 23: The essence of the theatre of the 

Oppressed (Morchain, 2019: online) 



5.8. THE RAINBOW OF DESIRE

TheThe Rainbow of Desire is Boal’s extraordinary effort to apply his approaches to conventional 
theatre as a way of offering a systematic psychotherapeutic technique. Although too 
extensive both in theory and practice to summarize adequately here, it is known that the 
Rainbow seeks to exteriorise interior feelings and relationships, but to use a collaborative 
process by looking at the relationship between the protagonist and antagonist combining 
‘theatre and therapy’ (Bosworth and Morchain, 2019: online).

Who knew theatre could touch your heart.

5.9. THE PERFORMANCE5.9. THE PERFORMANCE

Theatre as therapy can be the ideal solution to creating a healthy society. For the 
performance does not end when the curtains drop, continues through the stories told of the 
play by members of the audience and the performers. It is a narrative that ensures 
co-existence in society. The breaking of the fourth wall will help to improve this situation with 
the addition of a new roleplayer, who will control the chaos presented by the status-quo.

Okay but don’t ask for an encore.
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Figure 24: First depiction of the interactive theatre within

the existing framwork of the Allied House (Author, 2021)



5.10. THE ACTORS

As with most, if not all theatrical performances, there are certain role players that enable for 
a smooth telling of the narratives confined within the script. These role players are as follow:

5.10.1. THE PROTAGONIST

AA protagonist is the main character of a story. The protagonist makes key decisions that 
affect the plot, primarily influencing the story and propelling it forward, and is often the 
character who faces the most significant obstacles (Reed, 2019: online).

5.10.2.  THE ANTAGONIST

An antagonist is a character in a story who is presented as the main foe of the protagonist 
(Reed, 2019: online).

5.10.3. THE TRITAGONIST

AsAs with the previously mentioned Theatre of the Oppressed this proposed interactive form of 
theatre requires for a role player to control the chaos created by the removal of the fourth 
wall. This individual will become known as the tritagonist in reference to the Greek words trit 
and agōnistēs meaning third importance.  She is allowed to intervene in the flow of the 
performance by suggesting changes to the performance at hand, sometimes even 
changing the narrative as a whole. The tritagonist forms part of the theatrical aspect of this 
proposal, but also the theoretical writing as she embodies the conflicting thoughts of the 
author.author. 

I feel so loved...
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Figure 25: The different role players (Author, 

2021)



5.11. CONCLUSION

AnAn interactive theatre was embodied by using a heterotopian architectural approach within 
the existing framework of the Allied House. The mediation of men through the fourth wall 
connected the audience and performers flawlessly in a controlled way within each 
performance of conventional theatre. But this barrier was meant to be broken to challenge 
the status quo. By using case studies such as Poor Theatre and Theatre of the Oppressed 
ways were developed to break this phenomenon and to regulate the chaos that 
accompanies it through the inclusion of a third important role player. By embracing this new 
typetype of embodiment within the world of the theatrical arts, a new audience-performers 
relationship was developed. A relationship that will shape the future of the theatrical arts 
within not only Bloemfontein but the world.

Time for a rest?
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6. PRECEDENT ANALYSIS - HENRY W BLOCH EXECUTIVE HALL

6.1. INTRODUCTION

TheThe Henry W Bloch Executive Hall was designed by BNIM in collaboration with Moore Rubel 
Yudell architects in 2013. The building was built at the University of Missouri in Kansas City in 
the United States of America after being gifted by a long-time benefactor of the University, 
Henry W Bloch. He intended it to be a place where the next generation of the business world 
would be educated in entrepreneurship and other innovations (Ewing, 2014: Online). This 
building was chosen as a case study for the adaptive reuse of the Allied House in 
Bloemfontein’s CBD due to its monumental atrium that is covered with a cold roof and the 
inclusioninclusion of functions that would prove beneficial to the design of the School of Theatrical 
Arts such as the auditorium and the amphitheatre that forms the focal point of its design.

6.2. ENVIRONMENT AND MICRO-CLIMATE

The location of this case study, Kansas City has a warm and temperate climate type 
meaning that it gets a significant amount of rainfall throughout the year. This climate is further 
described as hot and humid during the summers and cold and dry during the winters. The 
temperatures vary from 32°C to -4°C throughout the year meaning that its climate is quite 
similar to that of Bloemfontein (Weatherspark, 2021: Online). 

TheThe building is orientated 0° to North similar to other neighbouring buildings on the campus 
while refraining to following the 45° orientation of the neighbouring UMKC School of Law 
building. The part of the building that is covered with a green roof is however orientated with 
10° to the existing for maximum solar exposure.
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Figure 26: Henry W Bloch Executive Hall Atrium (Ewing, 2014: online)



6.3. GREEN STRATEGIES

The new Bloch Hall is bound to receive a LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design) Gold certification for sustainability that is the second highest certification possible 
within this category (Yudell, 2016: Online). Some of the building’s green strategies include:

6.3.1. Thermal Mass

ThisThis system is achieved through the insitu casted concrete structure of the building. It helps by 
evening out the fluctuation of temperatures within the building by absorbing the thermal 
energy generated by dwellers and equipment.

6.3.2. Thermal Insulation

ThisThis American-designed system eliminates thermal bridging within the envelope of the 
building (Yudell, 2016: Online). Thermal bridges allow heat conduction to occur without 
being interrupted by the thermal insulation within the building’s walls. By eliminating thermal 
bridging, it allows for a better performance by the building’s envelope.

6.3.3. Recycled Materials

Interior products were mostly made by recycled glass that was collected locally. Materials 
such as limestone from retaining walls on site were also repurposed for exterior seating.
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Figure 27: Aerial view of the building in its 

context (Google Earth, 2021: Adapted by 

author).



6.4. USER BEHAVIOUR AND REQUIREMENTS

6.4.1. Experiential Learning

Experiential Learning focuses on the notion of ‘learning by doing’ that forms a major part of 
the business school’s curriculum. Therefore, the entire third floor of the building is dedicated 
to this function (Moore, 2013).

6.5. HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL CIRCULATION

Dr.Dr. Teng-Kee Tan, the dean of the Bloch School of Management, stated early in the design 
process that “The path of innovation is never a straight line.” This statement was taken quite 
literally by the design team as the building and landscape aimed to embody that it inside 
and outside (Moore, 2013). This led to a horizontal and vertical circulation through the 
building that was indeed not straight but rather followed a curvilinear ‘path of innovation’. 
This is most evident within the organic progression of the atrium from floor to floor.

6.6. SITE PLANNING AND DETAILING

TheThe site planning of the building was done in such a way as to accommodate for the 
landscaping requirements of the University of Missouri which included a variety of green 
spaces covered with trees (Carnegie, 2014). The previously mentioned curvilinear ‘path of 
innovation’ was also covered as it branches from the building onto the rest of the campus.
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Figure 28: Atrium Progression (Yudell, 2013: online)



6.7. FORM AND FUNCTION

The architect’s design approach brought about three primary principles that influenced the 
shape of the building: 
• ethic focused on balancing beauty and function,
• high-performance integrated design, and
• vision-driven design
TheThe exterior was designed in such a way to embody the values of innovation through the use 
of a unique insulated concrete wall system that is cladded in polychromatic terra cotta 
panels, that connects the new facility with the existing buildings and context of the campus 
(Ewing, 2014). The building includes a 200-seat auditorium, multiple flexible and active 
learning classrooms, seminar rooms, finance lab, and faculty offices (Moore, 2013)

6.8. CONCLUSION

TheThe Henry W Bloch Executive Hall will aid in the adaptive reuse of the Allied House in 
Bloemfontein’s CBD through its monumental atrium that is covered with a cold roof and the 
inclusion of relevant functions for a School of Theatrical Arts.
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Figure 29: The Innovative Path (Ewing, 2013: 

online).



7. BRIEF AND PROGRAM
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8. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND FINAL PROPOSAL

This section aims to analyse the development of the design of the Allied House School of 
Theatrical Arts. This analysis will range from the first plans and parti sketches to the final design 
proposal that achieved the goal of this mini-dissertation.

ConcerningConcerning the development of the floor plans, the first bubble diagrams aimed to introduce 
the atrium as the main importance of the design. It also started with an investigation into a 
whole floor dedicated to an interactive space of performance. This notion further developed 
to a level where it could not be understood only on plan, consequently meaning that 
three-dimensional development had to commence.

Finally less talk, more doing.

InIn the third design proposal, elevations were developed[Figure 35] that aimed to embody the 
essence of the tableau through framed moments on the building’s facades. It proved 
unsuccessful and the design had to be redeveloped to its current state. Throughout the design 
development, several axonometric sketches for the interactive performance space were 
drawn[Figure 38]. These sketches proved to be the main influence of the three-dimensional 
development of the design.

Time to take a little break...
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Figure 30: Design Proposal 1: Depiction of the existing column grid of 

the Allied House and proposed circulation around the atrium (Author, 

2021).

Figure 31: First parti sketches envisioning the tableau within on the existing facades of 

the Allied House (Author, 2021).



Figure 32: Design Proposal 2: First bubble diagrams of Ground Floor Plan(left) to Third Floor Plan(right) (Author, 2021).

Figure 33: Design Proposal 2: First sectional proposal through atrium and double volume spaces (Author, 2021).
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Figure 34: Design Proposal 3: First structured plans indicating spatial shapes of Ground Floor Plan(left) to Third Floor Plan(right) (Author, 2021).

Figure 35: First elevation designing attempting to embody the essence of the tableau (Author, 2021).



Figure 36: Design Proposal 4: Preliminary design of Ground Floor Plan(left) to Third Floor Plan(right) (Author, 2021).

Figure 37: Design Proposal 4: Sectional exploration through atrium(Author, 2021).
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Figure 38: Development of interactive stage from first(top left) to preliminary(bottom right) (Author, 2021).
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FINAL PROPOSAL

ALLIED HOUSE SCHOOL OF THEATRICAL ARTS
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GROUND FLOOR PLAN FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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SECOND FLOOR & 
MEZZANINE PLAN
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THIRD FLOOR PLAN ROOF TERRACE PLAN
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Figure 43: (Author, 2021)
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9. DESIGN SYNTHESIS

9.1. INTRODUCTION

DidDid the adaptive reuse of the Allied House improve its original discordant existence? The 
Allied House School of Theatrical Arts was designed as the solution to the lack of an institution 
for the performing arts within the CBD of Bloemfontein. It not only adapts to the original state 
of the Allied House but also to the climate of Bloemfontein through the sustainable use of 
different green strategies that will be mentioned in this section of this mini-dissertation. A 
learning through experience user engagement was also used within this design as derived 
from the previously mentioned case study. The atrium that was originally disregarded is used 
inin full effect within the proposed design. The essence of the tableau and the experimental 
interactive theatre will form the driving factors behind the proposed adaptive reuse of the 
Allied House.

9.2. ENVIRONMENT AND MICRO-CLIMATE

As previously mentioned, the location for this design proposal is the CBD of Bloemfontein. It 
has a semi-arid climate type meaning that it experiences hot summers and cold, dry winters. 
The summers average temperatures of between 15°C and 31°C while the winters average 
temperatures of between -2°C and 17°C (Weatherspark, 2021: online). 

The building is orientated 15° to North as dictated by the Cartesian grid which orders the 
majority of the CBD of Bloemfontein.
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9.3. GREEN STRATEGIES

As for green strategies, the Allied House School of Theatrical Arts uses three.  These green 
strategies include:

9.3.1. Passive Ventilation

ThisThis system supplies air to the various spaces throughout the building without the use of 
mechanical equipment. This is evident within the lack of air conditioning throughout the 
building, which is replaced by wind-driven ventilation systems that use the different pressures 
created by wind around the building to ventilate its interior spaces. An example of this within 
the design is the use of an open atrium that allows exterior air to circulate up into the rest of 
the building and most prominently the interactive auditorium which can open on the 
Northern and Western facades not only to extend the performances to the outside but also 
to ventilate the space.to ventilate the space.

9.3.2. Solar Energy

Due to the large open spaces presented by the newly designed roof, a series of solar panels 
were included to allow for solar heating and also the self-sufficient supply of electricity 
through the use of solar energy.

9.3.3. Recycled Materials

It is known that the building has been adaptively reused meaning that demolished materials 
could be used to construct elements such as the auditorium’s stage and seating elements 
throughout the entirety of the design.

Figure 48: Passive ventilation used on 

the second floor (Author, 2021).
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9.4. USER BEHAVIOUR AND REQUIREMENTS

9.4.1. Experiential Learning

AsAs with the case study namely the Henry W Bloch Executive Hall, experiential learning was 
used but adapted to cater for the needs of the students of the Allied House School of 
Theatrical Arts. The whole building was dedicated to the essence of the tableau that allows 
all dwellers, student or not, to feel part of an accumulated performance through the use of 
sequences of events upon the building’s exterior facades and the different levels of the 
atrium. 

9.5. HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL CIRCULATION

TheThe most important part of the building is its atrium, which allows for it to function flawlessly in 
accordance with the essence of the tableau. It is no longer a straight continuous line of 
openings as originally found within the Allied House, but rather a vertical path that ensures for 
theatrical moments to transpire while circulating along it; from the public kgotla on the 
ground floor to the interactive auditorium on the top two floors.

9.6. SITE PLANNING AND DETAILING

ToTo encourage dwellers of the CBD of Bloemfontein to enter the building, elements such as 
public seating and urban landscaping were used in combination with the theatrical 
moments upon the building’s facades. This came into being after analyses of the context 
proved that its buildings lack the inviting ground floors that engage with those dwelling the 
streets.
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Figure 49: Atrium horizontal transition (Author, 2021).



9.7. FORM AND FUNCTION

Three primary principles that influenced the shape of the building are: 
• the existing form of the Allied House,
• the essence of the tableau, and
•a narrative-driven design.
TheThe exterior was designed in such a way to embody the essence of the tableau through the 
use of a sequence of events upon the building’s three facades that ‘advertises’ the activities 
of the dwellers within. The building includes an interactive auditorium, a 70-seater seminar 
space/auditorium, multiple flexible and active learning spaces, a rehearsal hall, a staff 
lounge, and offices.

9.8. CONCLUSION

TheThe essence of the tableau and the experimental interactive theatre forms the driving 
factors behind the proposed adaptive reuse of the Allied House. The Allied House School of 
Theatrical Arts was designed as the solution to the lack of an institution for the performing arts 
within the CBD of Bloemfontein by adapting to the original state of the Allied House and the 
climate of Bloemfontein through the sustainable use of different green strategies. A learning 
through experience user engagement was also used within this design as derived from the 
previously mentioned case study that was analysed in detail. The atrium that was originally 
disregardeddisregarded is used in full effect within the proposed design in combination with the essence 
of the tableau to achieve the previously mentioned experiential learning. The design 
achieved the requirements set out by the theoretical stance and the research question.

Figure 50: The essence of the tableau envisioned on 

facades (Author, 2021).
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10. CONCLUSION

The creation of an interactive form of theatre was not only beneficial for both the theatrical 
background of the Bloemfontein and the world of theatre as a whole. A form of theatre that 
focuses on an interactive engagement between audience and performers became a reality 
within the existing framework of the Allied House.  

TheThe choice of a suitable site and client aided in accommodating the requirements set out in 
the proposed theoretical stance. This theoretical stance was expanded upon by 
constructing multiple touchstones, from which three concepts were developed that formed 
the basis of the theoretical aspects of the design proposal. The context of the proposed site 
also aided in developing an urban-aware design proposal. Research into the essence of the 
heterotopia, narratives and, embodiment in combination with two theoretical case studies 
also aided in developing a theoretical understanding to base the final design proposal on. 
This aided with the theoretical discourse behind the design.This aided with the theoretical discourse behind the design.

You’ve been a good audience and fellow performers.

Relevant case studies were looked at in order to aid with the embodiment of the spatial 
requirements of the brief within the existing framework of the proposed site. Finally, the 
development of the design from the first to the final proposal was analysed through a 
synthesis with the above-mentioned case studies. The embracing of the new experimental 
embodiment within the world of the theatrical arts developed an audience-performer 
relationship that will shape the future of the theatrical arts within not only Bloemfontein but 
the world.

TTake a bow...
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11. REFLECTION

The experience of designing the Allied House School of Theatrical Arts can be described with 
one word: enlightening. The breaking of the fourth wall allowed for an insightful exploration 
into new possibilities for the world of the theatrical arts. A new relationship between 
audience and performers was developed through knowledge gained from Poor Theatre 
and Theatre of the Oppressed.

TheThe narrative-driven architectural approach did not only uncover a new type of awareness 
between those dwelling within the building but also those dwelling within its proximity. The 
essence of the tableau helped to transfer this awareness to the dwellers of the street and will 
prove beneficial for future designs. The journey taken through this design inspired an 
appreciation for the importance of inter-dweller relations and the thresholds of the city.

Through everything I came to one conclusion:

I am the tritagonist who is tasked to control the chaos of society through designs of my own creativity...
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